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ABSTRACT – This research aimed at producing a 

water-repellent surface by using textured moulds in 

injection moulding. The textured mould surfaces with 

dimples and grooves were created by the laser texturing 

techniques. Then, textured polypropylene (PP) surfaces 

were created by the textured moulds. We found that the 

contact angle of the textured PP surfaces is dependent on 

the texture. More specifically, textures with smaller pitch 

tend to be more water-repellent.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Pipette tips are consumables made of plastics which 

are used to pipette a small amount of liquid (Fig. 1). They 

are used in many research areas such as in Chemistry, 

Bioengineering, etc. To reduce the remaining liquid in the 

tips, water repellent material and coatings have been used. 

However, such materials and coatings increase the 

production cost. 

This research aims at producing a water repellent 

surface by an injection moulding with a laser-textured 

mould to produce a low-cost and functional surface for 

the inner surface of the pipette tips.  

 
Figure 1 Pipette tips. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The textured mould surfaces are produced by a laser 

surface texturing. Two kinds of textures, dimpled 

surfaces and grooved surfaces were created on ASTM 

M2 high speed tool steel. For the dimpled surfaces, 

dimples were created by a fibre laser. The intervals of the 

adjacent dimples are 10, 21, 28 and 50 mm and the dimple 

depth and width were about 3 mm and 10 mm, respectively. 

The grooved surfaces were created by a picosecond laser. 

The detail of the grooved surfaces is summarized in 

Figure 2 and Table 1.  

Using the textured surfaces as mould inserts in 

injection mouldings, textured polypropylene (PP) 

surfaces were created. An example of the laser textured 

mould and moulded surface is shown in Figure 3. We can 

see that the grooves of the laser surface texture of the 

mould (Figure 3(a)) is transferred to the moulded PP 

surface (Figure 3(b)). Please note that the groove textures 

on the mould create ridges on the moulded PP texture. 

Also, the dimples on the mould create bumps on the PP 

surfaces. The value of the transfer rate, the depth of the 

PP texture / the depth of the mould texture, was about 

60 %. 

Contact angle measurements were performed for 

the textured PP surfaces using a commercial contact 

angle meter. The contact angles between the moulded PP 

texture and pure water (3 mL) were measured using the 

sessile drop method. Also, two kinds of medical liquids, 

Zonisamide and Haroperidol were used for the 

measurement (3 mL for Zonisamide and 7 mL for 

Haroperidol, respectively).  

 

 
Figure 2 Shape and size of the laser textured surface. 

 

Table 1 Laser texturing conditions. 

 
Pitch P 

mm 

Width W 

mm 

Depth D 

mm 

1)  20 10 5 

2) 15 7.5 5 

3) 10 5 5 

4) 20 10 2.5 

5) 10 5 2.5 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 4 shows examples of the measured contact 

angles for the different surface textures. For the reference, 

the contact angle measured for a non-textured PP surface 

(@ 100°) was shown in the figures. For the bump texture 

(Fig. 4(b)), it is clear that the contact angle increases with 

a decrease in the pitch. From Figure 4(b), an anisotropic 

nature of the contact angle for the ridge textures can be 

seen as shown by Belaud et al. [1]. Among the ridge 
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textures, No. 2), 3) and 5) which have smaller ridge pitch 

show larger contact angle. Comparison between No. 3) 

and 5) shows that the height of 2.5 mm is more water-

repellent than 5 mm. Also, comparison between No. 2) 

and 3) may show that the wider ridge is better to make 

surface water-repellent. The cause of the water-repellent 

nature of the texture can be explained by the Cassie-

Baxter model which takes air gap into account. More 

specifically, the difference in texture pitch and ridge 

width affects the contact between the liquid drops and 

textures and the air gap between them changes 

accordingly. 

 

 

 

 

4. SUMMARY 

The water-repellent surfaces were successfully 

produced by the injection moulding with the laser 

textured mould. The water repellent nature was 

dependent on the detail of the texture such as the pitch, 

width and depth. 
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(a) Textured mould. 

(b) Moulded PP surface. 

Figure 3 Surface topography obtained by AFM (Texture No. 3 in Table 1). 

Figure 4 Effects of the surface texture on the contact angles between the (a) bump and (b) ridge texture and 

pure water. V and H in (b) denote the measurement direction (Vertical and Horizontal). 

(a) Bump texture. (b) Ridge texture. 
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